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Barbados has often been described as “Little England,” and its speech (Bajan) as 

the least Creole-like and the closest to English in the Anglophone Caribbean.  There have 
not been many variationist studies of the informal speech of people in Barbados, but 
those that have been done (e.g. Blake 1997, Rickford 1992) have shown Bajan to be more 
Creole-like in its use of features like copula absence and preverbal marking than one 
might otherwise have thought. 

In this paper I’ll examine constraints on relativizer omission (as in “I saw the man 0 
you like”), a feature that is not as stigmatized or salient for Barbadians as copula absence.  
As it turns out, while Bajan’s overall frequency or input probability of non-subject 
relativizer omission (.607) is not that different from that of its White relatives in 
Northwest England (.462) and Lowland Scotland (.546), its constraint patterns are more 
similar to those of other Black varieties like Guyanese and Jamaican in the Caribbean and 
AAVE and earlier AAVE in the US.  For instance, like the latter but not the former, 
Bajan shows a strong effect of type of antecedent and adjacency, and no significant effect 
for length of RC.   For subject relativizer omission (as in “There’s a man 0 lives in 
town”), the similarities and dissimilarities in constraint patterns are similar, but weaker.  
However, Bajan shows a much higher input probability for subject relativizer omission 
(.20) than one finds in the Northern English varieties (.03, .06, .12) described by 
Tagliamonte et al (2005), making it more similar to Jamaican (.19)—a variety from 
which Bajans like to think of themselves as linguistically very distant. 

The implications of this Black hearted-ness for our understanding of Bajan and the 
anglicist/creole ancestry of AAVE will be discussed.  
 
 
 


